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Creating novel user experiences

My work contexts
Large system engineering

And why terms like ‘UX’ and
‘user research’ and
’engineering’
can feel like
pigeon holes
Les Nelson
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We design in a Dappled World

My work contexts
Large system engineering

Many disciplines are needed for
understanding

Tests

Theory

Product

Each with its own constrained
way of looking at and talking
about the world

The Document Company

Engineering as a conversation
between disciplines
Document
Services

Example Conversations:
Healthy Behavior Change
• This presentation is a retrospective across different projects 2011 2018: my chain of related thinking developed over multiple projects
• Rationale for this retrospective:

Show snippets of a number of innovations methods working together
Show continuity across may projects over a span of time

• This talk covers different phases from a few different projects
• All contributing to the overall goal of understanding how people
can change to healthier behaviors

Guides
Fieldwork

Justifies

Inspires

Evaluation
Enables

Design

Prototype

Focuses

No one mindset to rule them all

Theory
Groundwork informing many
subsequent projects

~2011

Methods
• Literature Review
• Consensus Building

Lots of team discussion, managing up, ‘rainmaking’, etc.
“There’s lots of low hanging fruit, let’s show progress”
vs “Effecting change in people requires key insights”
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Theory

Theory

Theory of planned behavior
• Reference

Theories of behavior change
• Reference

• Many (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_planned_behavior)

• Robert West, Theory of Addiction (www.primetheory.com)

• Take home message

• Take home message
• "At each moment of our lives we act in pursuit of what we most desire at that
moment”
• Involves unconscious habit to thoughtful, informed planning – change and
relapse are not all rational and cognitive
• Prevalence of relapse means lasting change is not a solved problem
• Technology for in-the-moment decision making about making healthy choices
is important for long-lasting change

And don’t forget Empirical
Findings
Evidence-based Medicine
• Inverventions codified and compared in
large ‘meta-analyses’ studies
• Reference
• Michie, S. et al., Effective Techniques in
Healthy Eating and Physical Activity
Interventions: A Meta-Regression

Evidence: Self Monitoring has a significant
effect among 26 factors
Meta-regression
finding

(T12) prompt selfmonitoring of behavior
+ (T4) prompt intention
formation
+ (T10) prompt specific
goal setting
+ (T11) prompt review
of behavioral goals
+ (T13) provide
feedback on
performance

Other Factors
•
(T1) provide information on behavior–health link
•
(T2) provide information on consequences
•
(T3) provide information about others’ approval
•
(T5) prompt barrier identification
•
(T6) provide general encouragement
•
(T7) set graded tasks
•
(T8) provide instruction
•
(T9) model/ demonstrate the behavior
•
(T14) provide contingent rewards
•
(T15) teach to use prompts/cues
•
(T16) agree a behavioral contract
•
(T17) prompt practice
•
(T18) use of follow-up prompts
•
(T19) provide opportunities for social comparison
•
(T20) plan social support/social change
•
(T21) prompt identification as role model/ position advocate
•
(T22) prompt self talk
•
(T23) relapse prevention
•
(T24) stress management
•
(T25) motivational interviewing
•
(T26) time management.

Meta-regression across 111 controlled studies of
health and fitness interventions

• Take home message

• In addition to things happening inside the head (e.g., West), there are strong
social influences at work
• Forming an intention to do something is a predictor of actually doing it
• There are validated ways to measure all these attributes
• Technology for positive social influence needed to help with healthy choices

Summary
Review of theories and related work suggests
supporting:
• In-the-moment decision making
• Positive social influence
• Framework for a ‘Long Tail’ of Study
How to check this is a good idea?

• Many intervention techniques have been tried
• No one winner, no magic cocktail
• Lasting change across a large population ‘long tail’ problem

Let’s look at actual people going through changes…

➔One app to rule them all should not be our goal;
a framework for ‘Long Tail’ of study is needed

~2012

Field Study of Behavior Change

• How do people think about changing
themselves?
• How do they act, vs what they want to say?
• Look at Personal Trainers and their Clients:
What is actually happening when a personal
trainer or nutrition consultant is involved?
• Information sought/given?
• Monitoring and feedback/how received?
• Motivation sought/given?

Methods
• Semi-structured interviews

• How and what people are doing about a healthier lifestyle
• Self-report of goals, tasks, strategies etc. used by people
to change their own behavior

• Field observation of nutritional consulting and
exercise training

• In-situ studies of actual trainer-trainee engagements to
understand the moment-by-moment details of these
interventions
• How and when are messages actually given by expert
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Participants
• People engaged in health behavior changes.

• Expert Personal Trainers/Nutrition Consultants (4)
• Their Clients (8) / Non-Clients (2)
• Program Administrators (2)
ID

Role

Gender

Age

P01
P02
P03
P04

Administrator
NonClient
NonClient
Trainer
/Administrator
Trainer
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Client
Trainer
Client
Trainer
Client

F
M
F
M

60+
40s
40s
50s

3/1/12
4/19/12
5/22/12
6/5/12

F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M

40s
20s
30s
50s
30s
20s
20s
30s
30s
30s
60+

6/7/12
6/11/12
6/11/12
6/14/12
6/14/12

P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

Interview

Observe
Training

Observe
Laddering
Consultation Interview

6/19/12
6/19/12
6/14/12
6/11/12

7/10/12

6/19/12

7/20/12
7/20/12
7/31/12
7/31/12
8/6/12

Client Interviews
• What have you eaten today?
• And go on wherever that leads
• What next?
• What tomorrow? …

• Same for physical activity
• Explore edges more (found in prior interviews)
• Are you currently participating in a specific weight
loss/physical activity program?
• Do you travel?
• Can you tell me about a good choice you? Poor choice?

What the data looks like…
OK
Hmmm
Oh oh

Interviewer: So, what have you eaten today?
Interviewee: Let's see, I've eaten a bowl of Trader Joe's
Honey Nut O's with 2 percent milk a little over the serving
size but not too much. Then I ate a protein bar and a
banana and had a glass of milk, 2 percent. Then for lunch I
had a spicy salmon bowl from the Thai restaurant by my
work. It's raw salmon with this spicy sauce and vinaigrette
rice and greens and avocado slices. Also had a glass of milk
with that. And then my afternoon snack I had salami, a
little bit of baguette, some brie and a little bit of sparkling
wine because it was thirsty Thursday at the office. And
then I have not yet eaten any dinner although I should
have. Don't tell [Trainer], okay?
Interviewer: Why the cereal this morning?
Interviewee: Because it's easy and it's quick and it's my all
time favorite breakfast food.

Trainers/Nutrition Consultants
Interviews
• Tell me about your very last client
• How did you meet? How did the session
start last time?
• Go wherever the conversation leads…

• Repeat for next client until becomes
repetitive
• Fill in the edges:
• Your most successful client, client you
stopped seeing…

What the data looks like…
Structure Interviews
Interviewer: So, what have you eaten today?
Interviewee: Let's see, I've eaten a bowl of Trader Joe's
Honey Nut O's with 2 percent milk a little over the serving
size but not too much. Then I ate a protein bar and a
banana and had a glass of milk, 2 percent. Then for lunch I
had a spicy salmon bowl from the Thai restaurant by my
work. It's raw salmon with this spicy sauce and vinaigrette
rice and greens and avocado slices. Also had a glass of milk
with that. And then my afternoon snack I had salami, a
little bit of baguette, some brie and a little bit of sparkling
wine because it was thirsty Thursday at the office. And
then I have not yet eaten any dinner although I should
have. Don't tell [Trainer], okay?
Interviewer: Why the cereal this morning?
Interviewee: Because it's easy and it's quick and it's my all
time favorite breakfast food

Analysis of structured interviews
Analysis questions
• What +helps or -hinders in daily decisions for eating and physical activity?

Analysis method
• Entity-relationships for actions people take, with resources, in contexts
• Context
• "Men can shower and be back at work in an hour. Women can’t []”
• Coded => (context:self, -gender)

• Activity

• “We were doing a lot of Qivana during the day; the shakes"
• Coded as => (act:eat,+social +nutraceutical)

• Resource

• ”One of my clients sent this little thank you for … and it had a
pedometer in it"
• Coded as => (resource:tech, +social), where 'social’ means others involved
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context:Context

Map out Entity Reletionships in a Context

Social Context for Eat, P08

context:social

act:Trigger

+badcondition +nutraceuticals
+protein -restaurant
-salt -social -wine

+list -social

context:social

+social

act:Action
+social +trainerinfluence

+class +friend +goal
+knowdiet +literature
+online -social

resource:Resource

+bloodtest +class
+doctor +goal +literature
+online +progress +social -weight

+burnfat +chicken +fish
+protein +social
-night -tired

act:eat

-night

-peerpressure -social -travel

+portioncontrol
-butter -expedient -meat&potatoes
-peerpressure -sleepy -social -travel

+social +trackfood
-bodychange -complicated -diary -points

+fish +preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations

+grocerylist +list +social -travel

act:diet

+badcondition +nutraceuticals
+protein -restaurant
-salt -social -wine

Legend: Context Graph
+bloodtest +class
+doctor +goal +literature
+online +progress +social -weight

+class +friend +goal
+knowdiet +literature
+online -social

act:monitor

+WeightWatchers +chicken +fish
+preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations -complicated -diary -meat&potatoes -points

act:communicate

+bloodtest +class +doctor
+goal +literature +online
-lossofprivacy -prediabetic -weight

resource:doctor

+chicken +fish

+bloodtest +class +doctor
+goal +literature
+online +progress +social
-weight

+WeightWatchers +chicken +fish
+preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations -complicated -diary -meat&potatoes -points

act:setgoal

+chicken +fish +mindful
+move +selfefficacy +subgoals

-travel

+available +easy +iPhone
+mindful +noon
+pedometer +simple +timer
-app -spreadsheet

+social -complicated -diary -points

act:plan

+dailySchedule

+list -social

+social

+WeightWatchers

+bloodtest +class
+doctor +goal +literature
+online +progress +social -weight

+social +trainerinfluence

+fish +preplanned +protein
+sides +simple
+social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations

+portioncontrol
-butter -expedient -meat&potatoes
-peerpressure -sleepy -social -travel

act:beingReminded

+social
-complicated -diary -points

+class +doctor +goal
+literature +nutrition
+online +social

resource:info

act:choose

-reminder

My husband's got a-can't remember what it's
called. It's a heart
condition. And so we had
to do a lot of eliminating
salt. Be really careful
about fluid intake.”

act:shop

+grocerylist +social

act:eat

-night

-peerpressure -social -travel

+grocerylist +social

act:shop

-frequent -repetitive -unnecessary

resource:trainer

resource:tech

+class +friend +goal
+knowdiet +literature
resource:WeightWatchers
+online -social

+bloodtest +class
+doctor +goal +literature
+online +progress +social -weight

+burnfat +chicken +fish
+protein +social
-night -tired

+class +friend +goal
+knowdiet +literature
+online -social

act:monitor

+WeightWatchers +chicken +fish
+preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations -complicated -diary -meat&potatoes -points

act:communicate

+chicken +fish

Aggregate Helps and Hinders, P08
+bloodtest +class +doctor
+goal +literature +online
-lossofprivacy -prediabetic -weight

resource:doctor

+class +doctor +goal
+literature +nutrition
+online +social

resource:info

-travel
-social
-unprepared
-repetitive
-sedentary
-office

+bloodtest +class +doctor
+goal +literature
+online +progress +social
-weight
14
11
8
8
8
6

-meat&potatoes
-night
-peerpressure
-sleepy
-age
-work
-proximal
-expedient
-notime
-diary
-points

5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

-complicated
-combinations
-casseroles
-tired
-reactive
-EOD
-emptynest
-machines
-timezones

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

-workpriority
-teams
-lackofexpertise
-microwave
-convenient
-app

4
4
4
4
4
4

-spreadsheet
-prediabetic
-weight
-stress
-Coke

4
4
4
4
3

Summary
• Confirmations of In-the-moment, Social, Very Individual Focus
• Behavior concentrating around momentary triggers
(location, time, social context, inner state, previous activities) => Intervene
in-the-moment here
• Strong motivation around very specific others (grandchild) or event
(condition, accident)

• Cautions: Things that help can also hinder;
e.g., +social –social; pressure against “low hanging fruit”
• This work used to guide iterations of social-mobile behavior change
apps, e.g.,:
Hartzler, A.L., Venkatakrishnan, A., Moham, S., Silva, M., Lozano, P., Ralston, J.D., Ludman, E.,
Rosenberg, Newton, K.M., Nelson, L., Pirolli, P., Acceptability of a team-based mobile health
(mHealth) application for lifestyle self-management in individuals with chronic illnesses, IEEE
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, EMBC 2016, 2016.

• However, Native iOS/Android apps too
rigid, time-consuming
Not good for Long-Tail Study regime

+portioncontrol
-butter -expedient -meat&potatoes
-peerpressure -sleepy -social -travel

+social +trackfood
-bodychange -complicated -diary -points

+fish +preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations

act:choose

-reminder

+WeightWatchers +chicken +fish
+preplanned +protein
+sides +simple +social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations -complicated -diary -meat&potatoes -points

act:setgoal

+chicken +fish +mindful
+move +selfefficacy +subgoals

-travel

+available +easy +iPhone
+mindful +noon
+pedometer +simple +timer
-app -spreadsheet

+social
-complicated -diary -points

+social -complicated -diary -points

+grocerylist +list +social -travel

act:plan

+dailySchedule

act:beingReminded

+portioncontrol
-butter -expedient -meat&potatoes
-peerpressure -sleepy -social -travel

+fish +preplanned +protein
+sides +simple
+social +vegies
-casseroles -combinations

Find Patterns:

About Sugar: Inform, Motivate, Advise, Motivate,…
-frequent -repetitive -unnecessary

Was talking about Sodium, but
remembered about Sugar
intake goals

resource:trainer
resource:tech
Motivate: Approve current

resource:WeightWatchers

progress, then lift the goals

Inform: Guide based on
expertise and understanding
consequences
Give knowledge, motivate
correct action by modeling
outcome, set goals but
realizing limitations,
approve both good actions
and demonstrated learning
Next Topic

~2014

Design, Prototype, and Evaluate
Will people comply with a daily health
behavior change program?
Methods

• Summer intern project (Aaron Springer, UC Santa
Cruz)
• My role

• Guidance and experience in behavior changes studies
• Technical redesign of previous social-mobile app
strategy
• Custom iOS/Android native apps – very time-consuming &
brittle
• Quickly re-deployed that data models for mobile HTML5
mobile website
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Design of Prototype and Experiment
• Strike balance between Goal Setting and Self-Efficacy
Theory
More challenging goals are motivating
vs. Successful completion of the planned goals are more
important than the goal itself

• Measure compliance with healthy activity reporting and
any reported stress reduction
• Hypothesis

• Adaptive coaching that adjusts difficulty over time can resolve
the Goal Setting/Self Efficacy tension
• ‘Goldilocks’ - get the difficulty just right

Prototype Implementation

Dstress Prototype

Does adaptive, in-your-pocket coaching work?

Complete your activity

Difficulty increased

Incomplete

Difficulty decreased

Coaching Dimensions
1. Exercise
2. Meditation
3. Accessibility

Evaluation

Significant Results

Conditions

Difficult
DStress
Easy
Measures

Depression Anxiety Stress Scale
Compliance

• DStress

reduced Stress
more than
Easy or
Difficult
• DStress and
Easy more
compliant than
Difficult

Adapted Django/Python static model and system for
adaptive activities, jQuery Mobile UI instead of iPhone app

Summary
• Identified a need for an agile framework for
behavior change study and created a first
Web-based prototype for it far quicker than
any previous attempt
• A successful summer intern project
Konrad, A., Bellotti, V., Crenshaw, N., Tucker, S., Nelson, L.D., Du,
H., Pirolli, P., Whittaker, S., Finding the Adaptive Sweet Spot:
Balancing Compliance and Achievement in Automated Stress
Reduction, to appear in Proc. 33th Annual CHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2015), 2015.
duction

~2017

Going beyond one Specific Study
An architecture and agile process for behavior change study
We were getting studies done, but native mobile apps very constraining
Must have agility, and deploy across platforms
Method
• Generalize data models previous specific studies
• Deploy on agile framework
• Make as much study-specific interaction data-driven
• Create a ‘research product’
• Open source based: Meteor/Node/Javascript/Cordova/Mongo DB/JSON/HTML5
• Deploy on Cloud services (AWS, etc)
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Intervention with a Coaching Model

Studies Presented in Two Views
Admin via Web

audience
image

User in App

Coach/
Agent

posts/gets

Social Post

posts/gets

gets
Condition
From

Participant

gets
Answer
From

asks

settings
preferences

{

gets
Report
From

answer
isAssigned

Activity/
Goal

is
Described
By

report

Questions/
Answers

Participants

assigns

Question/
Message

isAsked

condition

Activities/
Reports

Coach requests via HTTP
JSON Content Type

Info-Card

Scheduled Messages

"emailAddress": "lnelson@parc.com",
"condition": "I2-10",
"settings": {
"selfEfficacy": "high",
"reminders": "yes",
"reminderDistribution": "masked",
"reminderCount": "7”,
"challengeActivities": "/content/I2/activityScheduleI2.json"
},
"preferences" : {
"goalType": "",
"goalSpecific": "",
"dailyGoalText": "",
"difficulty":"",
"goalContent": "",
"choice": "",
"place": "",
"person": "",
"eventTime": "",
"reminderPeriod": "",
"reminderText": ""
}

{

}

"name": "goalTypeSelect",
"constraints": [ {"attribute": "preferences.goalType”,"value": ””}],
"askDate": "-1",
"askTime": "07:00",
"expireDate": "28",
"expireTime": "23:59",
"sequenceBase": 10,
"questions": [
{
"tag": "goalType",
"text": "Which health goal below would you like to pursue?",
"responseFormat": "list-choose-one",
"choices": {
"eatSlowly": "Eat slowly and mindfully",
"walk": "Walk everyday",
"eatVeggies": "Eat more vegetables"
},
"preferenceToSet": "goalType"
}
]

Example HTTP API Call
curl -H "Content-Type: application/json" -X POST
-d @/Users/lnelson/meteor_home/positivedayI2/data/json/onboardingI2.json
https://localhost:3000/serviceapi/participants/add/tokenvalue

Tasks (aka Activities, Goals)
"emailAddress" : "with.reminders@parc.com"
"title" : "Stretch for 5 minutes and walk for 15 minutes in the night",
"contentLink" : "I2_Walk",
"scheduledDate" : 1,
"goalMet" : true,
"reportCreatedAt" : ISODate("2016-11-16T21:16:27.470Z"),
"reportUpdatedAt" : ISODate("2016-11-16T21:16:31.575Z"),
"goalDifficulty" : 3,
"goalConfidence" : 3,
"goalKeenness" : 3,
"goalWorthEffort" : 2
}

Social Posts
{

{

Either
OR

"emailAddress" : ”parccoach@parc.com",
"comments" : [{
"source" : "Les",
"comment" : ”Say what?",
"createdAt" : "2016-10-20T20:21:08.386Z”} ],
"images" : [
"data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0 … SuQmCC"
],
"likers" : [
"LGFdKQpaeRSrxLNdM"
],
"likes" : 1,
"text" : "mmm, kale!",
"thumbnail" : "defaultProfilePicture.png",
"audience" : “team:Breakfast Club",
"audience" : ”peers:Les:Rudolph",
"createdAt" : ISODate("2016-10-12T20:56:53.605Z")

iTouch Screenshots

}
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Summary
• Open sourced last week at
github.com/PARC/fittle
• Studies using this framework
Pirolli P, Mohan S, Venkatakrishnan A, Nelson L, Silva
M, Springer A, Implementation Intention and Reminder
Effects on Behavior Change in a Mobile Health System: A
Predictive Cognitive Model, J Med Internet Res
2017;19(11):e397 (2017).

More in progress now

Creating novel user experiences
When out in a
Dappled World,
Don’t live like a pigeon
Have a conversation
between disciplines
‘UX’, ‘UR’, ‘DS’, ‘SE’, ‘TE’, ETC
are not truly separable
QUESTIONS?
lester.d.nelson@gmail.com
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